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Abstract: The biotechnology is widely growing with many technologies, still we see a large gap in real-time implementation of complete blood counting. To increase the resolution and accuracy of the measurements advanced communication DDFS can be used. The elements in Direct Digital Frequency Synthesizers (DDFS) involved are: phase accumulator, a phase to amplitude converter which also called look up table (LUT), a digital to analog converter along with active filter. Direct digital frequency synthesis is a method for generating complex high-frequency waveforms for specific applications. This DDFS generates frequency resolution which makes it ideal components use in radar system, software defined radio, modern wireless communicating system, advanced satellite navigation purpose. Use cases for high frequency we get interrupt with spurious noise, larger ROM size, and high power consumption of DDFS signal. In this paper we are proposing the use of signal generated from DDFS to impedance cytometry in which the number of particles gets detected by getting the output frequency different from the input frequency. Due to use of small frequency range of signal spurious noise, power consumption and ROM size will be less with effective performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical research has been done on advanced waveforms with unique characteristics. Advanced waveforms generated have practical applications several areas like in modern communication. In this paper we are trying to relate it to biological field. Significant Advantages of a DDFS are that its phase, amplitude and output frequency can be absolutely and quickly controlled under digital processor control.

- For converting phase information from phase accumulator to amplitude we require larger ROM size but by increasing ROM size power consumption and access time increases. Reducing ROM size with spectral performance enhancing some offers, linear interpolation method [1].
- The use commonly available architectures rapidly increased, with frequency limitation by low speed fabricated devices to generate a high frequency signal wideband data streams [2].
- A DDFS with a 32 bit ROM of 2 GHz using 0.13 μm CMOS technology for signal gets increasing the operating speed in many applications. To improve the efficiency the power hungry amplitude converted from phase method is removed and linear digital signal to analog signal is replaced by nonlinear DAC challenge [3].
- 2 GHz DDFS based on LUT and rotation is capable of increasing speed and resolution. This proposed method has high clock frequency supports with the conventional PAC by replacing 7 pipelined rotational units [4] for better storage of signal generation. Approximation and multiplier technology used to reduce the LUT’s in from high frequency signal generation.
- DDFS without a ROM was introduced and it reduced much power, area and speed problem in several cases. That reduces the large ROM table usage in signal generation storage. More than 3 polynomials utilize to not using ROM table and had a phase to signal mapping [5].
- Hybrid frequency synthesizers operate over wide frequency range and due to use of copies of fundamental frequency noise performance is reduced. The use of images increases output frequency [6].
- Design of a k band fast hopping synthesizers based on DDS and PLL is designed for a frequency modulation continuous wave radar system. 50 MHz step frequency provided and the lock time considered below 150ns [7].
- Fractional frequency synthesis terra hertz range instrument which will compares the spurious level, power consumption, noise level [8].

For the particle identification, perfect signal has to be generating from the DDFS and then applied to sensor electrodes. To get high throughput and better accuracy the impedance cytometry is an emerging resonance field. Impendency to data analysis will be very useful to the electric/dielectric properties of cells and its other parameters. Coulter counter has FAC’s (Fluorescence Activated Cell) sorting or basic methods widely used for high throughput cell counting and classification. Coulter counting device works with AC and DC change of units, at low frequencies it identifies properties of cells during the cell passing through sensor region. AC components can provide cell dimensions, shapes and quantity [9].
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In bio-related studies coulter counter and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) are widely used as high throughput cell counting and classification methods from the initial stage. Coulter counter detects a change of field in direct current or low frequency alternating current impedance signal caused by particle or cell passing through the detection region, which can give us information about particle size [10]. This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 gives the overall system architecture of the proposed DDFS. Section 3 gives us an Overview of Impedance based micro fluidic Cytometry. Electrode Design, working of Cytometry is explained in section 4 and 5.

II. BASIC STUDY OF DDFS

The phase accumulation block is increased by digital notation to the analog signal generation, using the fundamental element like phase accumulator using FCW input at every clock cycle.

\[
\Delta f = \frac{f_{\text{clk}} \cdot \text{FCW}}{2^N}
\]

III. CONCEPT OF IMPEDANCE CYTOMETRY

3D electrodes base Impedance Cytometry is a technique which uses to measure several parameters of the particles. An externally applied alternating electric field from the DDFS – DAC is used to probe the particles at certain frequency. These can be achieved by applying potential between input and output pair of electrode resulting current measured through the system. The impedance is the ratio of the voltage to current passing through the system to evaluate the size of particles. The development of micro fluidics and lab-on-a-chip type devices with high-end fabrication technique has allowed single cell pass through to be performed for high sensitivity and high throughput. Counting methods using impedance measurement for single cell analysis are Coulter Counting. Its block representation overview shown in figure 2. Impendencito will be an accumulation and well established model for counting different types of cells. Multiple frequency ranges can be adopted at lower values and system will attain good sensitivity with less noise. They represent a well-established method for counting particles. The primary distinction from the coulter principle is that we are measuring with AC (alternating current) over a broad frequency range, while coulter works with direct current or with AC at exceptionally selected low frequencies.

IV. ELECTRODE DESIGN

Three common configurations used in impedance cytometry are side by side electrodes, parallel electrodes and constriction electrodes.

\[
\text{Fig.1. Basic Architecture of DDFS.}
\]

\[
\text{Fig.2. Illustrating the working principle of coulter counters.}
\]

\[
\text{Fig.3. Electric field effect when particle is in the channel}
\]
Every design connection is based on similar detection method when particle flows between a pair of electrode the electric field between the electrodes get disrupted and the current measure across the electrode will change. In coplanar electrode the fabrication process is easy as single alignment is needed to guide electrodes to the necessary position inside the channel. Electric field across coplanar electrode structure is non-uniform, the impedance measurement relied on the perpendicular position of the particle in the detection area. To generate homogenous electric field it is placed at the bottom of lateral channel perpendicular to the main channel. The coplanar electrodes have poorer sensitivity and also fringing effect will introduce due to lateral channel. A pair of electrode is used in parallel electrode design. It has better sensitivity as electric field distribution is less divergent. In parallel electrode design fabrication process is complex, as two alignment steps are needed to align the top and bottom electrode configuration. It is also having vertically position dependency; parallel electrode structure is shown in figure 3. Because of absence of direct contact between the electrode and particle the current leakage may occur in which current may pass through high conductivity fluid. Either coated, deposited or 3D printed AgCl electrodes used to reduce the environment causes/effects with counting cells.

V. CYTOMETRY INTERFACING

When there is no particle in the channel then detector or sensor sense the input signal without distortion as there is no change in the electric field. i.e. output follows the input signal without any change in magnitude and frequency. If there is a particle in the channel then the electric field get distorted and the detector will detect signal different from applied input signal. We apply alternating voltage to the electrode throughout the experiment process.

VI. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS

HARDWARE: The signal can be generated using a FPGA module and it can be transmitted through a transmitter to electrodes channel. The same generated signal can be given or taken to the reference in the controller system to compare the detected signal after the process of particle flow in a channel. The implementation is hardware and software related to connecting the real time sample/particle to the system.

![Diagram of the overall proposed system model.]

**Fig.5.** Block level representation of overall proposed system model.

This a novel proposal of using DDFS in bio application, we are not showcasing the hardware and results related to particle. Different models of embedded concepts have been developed but, nobody has implemented this concept in the area of biomedical applications with advanced signal processing model hardware. In the future work we show the developed hardware part with detailed results relation to particles counting. The block diagram model is shown in below figure 5, overall cycle of the system operation.

**RESULTS:** Passing beads through the 3D electrode sensor with a particular flow rate and applied alternating electric field which was generated from hardware module. When the particle is flowing through channel the 1st set of electrodes feel the change in electric field and that is compared with the other 2nd set of reference electrode. The cumulated data is shown in below figure 6 (a) and (b). Beads size of the 15 µm are flowed through channel and applied voltage is 1 VPP at 500 KHz frequency. The resultant signal will be few millivolts, the figure depicts with particle and without particle flow data. In the provided figure 6 the x-axis indicates the time (ms) duration of the signal recording and y-axis show the response in few millivolts (mv). Using the other image processing technique or data processing the number of particles can be counted and quantified w.r.t sample flow rate and time stamps.
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VII. CONCLUSION

Direct Digital Frequency Synthesizer is found that signal generation at high frequencies will be effectively used for biomedical applications. We get to know how to reduce the phase noise, power consumption and spurious level of signal for the best use and extraction of signal at high quality. High resolution frequency, wide band, high frequency output from the DDFS are easily used and analyzed. Generally we see the application of DDFS on radar communication, satellite communication so; we relate it to the biological world for better results with good and analysis. Based on literature survey we are relating DDFS in Impedance Cytometry to count the number of particle passing through the channel were observed. In the DDFS based impedance cytometry the signal fed to the sensor and resultant signal has been trapped with the supplied reference signal cancelation so, the particle signal was detected. The resultant signal can be proceed further using image processing or data analysis we can quantify number of particle.
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